
Intelligent Control Computerized
Post Bed Roller Feed Sewing Machine



Descriptions:JK-6891/6891 Intelligent Control Computerized Post Bed Roller Feed Sewing Machine

Feature: Beautiful stitch, intelligent and more efficient

The applications of Post Bed Roller Feed Sewing Machine: Bags, gloves, hats, 
wallets, riding boots, sports shoes, superior leather shoes, etc.

Backstitch

Limit retainer

Hand Wheel
With Cooling Fan

Quickly adjust
the stitch length

Reverse lever

1 Step motor drive, intelligent operation

Upper roller feeding, lower roller feeding and 
stylus swing feeding are driven by independent 
step motor, through programming, the effect of 
pattern sewing, fast and slow speed, inner and 
outer bending, thick and thin mater ial , the 
stitching length of the climbing seam is completely 
same, and the condense stitch is not loose.

2 Quickly adjust the stitch length

Able to adjust the stitch length directly by setting 
parameters on operation panel, and there is no 
need to measure the stitch length.

3 , High EfficiencyIntegrated control box

Standard automatic thread trimmer, automatic 
reverse, automatic presser foot lifter , efficiency 
can be increased by more than 40%.

4 Repeated stitch rate is 100%

Repeated stitch rate of front and back stitches are 
100%, beautiful stitch, high yield.

5 Strong Puncture Ability

It can puncture A4 paper of more than 95 layers at 
one time, and easy to stitch the super thick fabric 
of labor insurance shoes.

6  (optional)Short Thread Remaining

The innovative design of the thread trimming 
mechanism enables the tail within 3mm after 
thread trimming, no need to trim the thread tail, 
saving time and reducing labor costs.

Technical Parameters

Presser Foot

 Lifter Height

(mm)

Max.  Stitch

Length 

(mm)

Needle Bar
 Stroke 

(mm)

Automatic Thread

Trimmer

Auto

Backstitch

Auto Presser

Foot Lifter

Short

Tail

Condese stitch Normal stitch

Up to 40%

Direct Drive 

Auto-triming

Not Overlap Overlap

95 la
yer

No more trimTrim again
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